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Editor’s Page

Kathy Barclay, Editor

As this issue of IRCJ goes to press, the national spotlight is still shining brightly on NCLB and, of special concern to reading educators, Reading First. Our parent organization, the International Reading Association, has taken an active role in providing its members with timely and relevant information regarding these and other important issues affecting reading educators. According to a random sample of IRA members conducted by IRA in 2006 and reported in the February/March issue of Reading Today, almost 82% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “Children’s reading achievement will improve when research-based curriculum and instruction are fully implemented” (p. 1). Yet, as can be seen from the headlines of the April/May 2007 issue of Reading Today, concerns about the management of Reading First at the federal level continue to surface.

According to the February 2007 report released by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO),

Despite the statutory prohibition against mandat- ing or endorsing curricula and the department’s stated approach to rely on state plans, and the processes articulated in them, to assess compliance, states reported to us several instances in which Reading First officials or contractors appeared to intervene to influence their selection of reading programs and assessments (pp. 32-33). . . . Education failed to develop comprehensive written guidance and procedures to ensure that its interactions with states complied with statutory provisions. Specifically, Education lacked an adequate set of controls to ensure that Reading First’s requirements were followed, while at the same time ensuring that it did not intervene into state and local curricular decisions (p. 35).

While this report certainly cast a negative light on Reading First at the federal level, it is important that we also note positive aspects highlighted in other reports. For example, in a report which appears on the webpage of the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), an organization charged with the task of assessing performance of all federal programs and making recommendations as to strengths and weaknesses of each, Reading First was rated at the highest level of effectiveness. Only four programs within the U.S. Department of Education were rated as “Effective”: Adult Education State Grants, National Center for Education Statistics, National Assessment for Educational Progress, and Reading First State Grants.

Does this good outweigh the bad? In my opinion, yes . . . and no. Continued oversight at the federal level is a must, and I for one appreciate the efforts of the IRA in not only keeping its members informed, but in working to affect positive changes within the legislation. At the same time, there are so many positive elements of Reading First that need to be supported and celebrated.

During the past few years, I have had the opportunity to talk with many teachers, coaches, and administrators in our Illinois Reading First schools and have observed remarkable changes in classroom environment, instruction, and student performance being attributed to the Reading First program. I see schools and districts embracing intensive and ongoing professional development in reading, and reading coaches (something almost unheard of before Reading First) going into classrooms to help teachers apply and fine-tune new instructional methods. I see teachers aligning instruction with ongoing progress monitoring and assessment, and schools where uninterrupted blocks of reading instruction have become the norm. As one administrator said during a discussion of how school assemblies, picture day, and any and all other interruptions are scheduled around an uninterrupted block of reading instructional time, “It starts with a commitment to put that (reading) first . . . that’s why it’s called Reading First.”

As we seek to re-energize our bodies, our minds, and our spirits in preparation for a new academic year, let’s keep the positive results of our local and state efforts in mind as we continue to place reading first throughout Illinois.

For more information on federal program accountability and assessment, check out the following websites
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